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Why Go Abroad?
Following the Brexit vote the pound is weaker. So with foreign travel more expensive
how about taking a break at home?
Do you know that there is a large chain of holiday camps spread around the country
rivalling better known brands like Butlins or Haven? I refer to the Happy Members
Parks (or HMPs for short). Some have been around since the 19th century whilst
others are brand spanking new, but their popularity has never been higher. Member
numbers have doubled in the last 25 years and currently approach 90,000. Demand
is increasing, particularly with the over-60s, and you have to practically kill to get into
the most popular ones, or Category 'A's as they are affectionately known. These
Parks are much vaunted by the popular press, particularly The Sun, with their regular
rave reviews portraying the carefree and idle life of guests.
Unlike their major rivals HMPs do not suffer from seasonal variations. Numbers are
steady throughout the year. This is because guests are committed to medium and
long-term stays only; there are no short breaks here! You're booked in either for a
fixed term or staying indefinitely whilst spaces permit. There are even growing
numbers of loyal guests who keep returning; no doubt recalling the happy times
before.
Great care is taken to make the Parks private and exclusive. There are high
perimeter walls, some topped with razor wire, to keep people out. You are locked
away from the outside world, and work won't bother you with pesky texts or e-mails;
you probably haven't told them where you are.
The accommodation ranges from basic to enhanced. Most rooms are single
occupancy, although the more adventurous can share with like-minded souls who
has been scrupulously vetted and assessed for compatibility. Rooms are a unique
combination of TV lounge, bedroom and toilet (although some come with a shower).
In some Parks the toilet seat has thoughtfully been removed; this is to discourage
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